Many applications are concurrent and communicate over a network. The non-determinism in the thread and communication schedules makes it desirable to model check such systems. However, a simple state space exploration scheme is not applicable, as backtracking results in repeated communication operations. A cache-based approach solves this problem by hiding redundant communication operations from the environment. In this work, we propose a change from a linear-time to a branching-time cache, allowing us to relax restrictions in previous work regarding communication traces that differ between schedules. We successfully applied the new algorithm to real-life programs where a previous solution is not applicable.
I. INTRODUCTION
Networked software is complex. It is often implemented using threads [26] to handle multiple active communication channels. This introduces two dimensions of nondeterminism: Both the thread schedule of the software, and the order in which incoming requests or messages arrive, cannot be controlled by the application. In software testing, a given test execution only covers one particular instance of all possible schedules. To ensure that no schedules cause a failure, it is desirable to model check software.
Model checking explores, as far as computational resources allow, the entire behavior of a system under test by investigating each reachable system state [12] , accounting for non-determinism in external inputs, such as thread schedules. Recently, model checking has been applied directly to software [5] , [7] , [10] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [28] . However, conventional software model checking techniques are not applicable to networked programs. The problem is that state space exploration involves backtracking. After backtracking, the model checker will again execute certain parts of the program (and thus certain input/output operations). However, external processes, which are not under the control of the model checking engine, cannot be kept in synchronization with backtracking. Backtracking would result in repeated communication operations, causing direct communication between the application being model checked and external processes to fail.
We propose a model-checking-aware cache that manages communication between the model checker and its environment [2] . Our approach covers all input/output operations on streams. Previous work using linear-time cache was applicable to applications that produce a deterministic data stream [2] . We introduce a new branching-time communication model, which allows for diverging communication traces between different schedules. In cases where the lineartime cache is applicable, our new approach delivers comparable performance. At the same time, we are capable of handling a wider range of protocols and applications. This paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces our algorithm, while Section III formalizes it. Experiments are given in Section IV. Section V describes related work. Section VI concludes this paper and outlines future work.
II. INTUITION OF THE CACHING ALGORITHM
When analyzing a multi-threaded program, a model checker explores all non-deterministic decisions in that program. Alternative schedules are explored by backtracking to a previously stored program state, running the program again from that state under a different schedule.
In this paper, the term backtracking will denote the restoration of a previous state, even if that state is not a predecessor state of the current state. This definition allows the term "backtracking" to be used for search strategies other than depth-first search. Let "system under test" (SUT) denote the application executing inside the model checker. Execution of the SUT is subject to backtracking. External processes are called peers and can implement either client or server functionality, as defined in [27] . A request is a message written (sent) to a peer, and a response a message read (received) from it. I/O denotes such input/output.
A. Handling redundant actions after backtracking
Effects of I/O operations cannot be reversed by backtracking, as the environment of the system is affected. When model checking an application that communicates with peers, peers are not backtracked. Two problems arise:
1) The SUT will re-send data after backtracking, which interferes with peers. 2) After backtracking, the SUT will expect external input again. However, a peer does not re-send previously transmitted data. Our approach executes a single process inside the model checker, and runs all peers externally. It uses a cache to relay data between the model checker and its environment (see Figure 1 ). Redundant externally visible operations, such as input/output, have to be hidden from external processes. The cache layer intercepts any network traffic and represents the state of communication between the SUT and peers at different points in time. After backtracking to an earlier program state, data previously received by the SUT is replayed by the cache when requested again. Data previously sent by the SUT is not sent again over the network; instead, it is compared to the data contained in the cache. Whenever communication proceeds beyond previously cached information, new data is both physically transmitted over the network and also added to the cache.
Peer processes may run on external hosts and require features such as database access that a given model checker cannot support. We assume that testing is automated and starts from a well-defined initial state each time. However, even when automated test frameworks are used, it may be infeasible or inefficient to backtrack peer processes. Our approach considers each peer as a black-box process and exhaustively searches the state space of only one process at a time. To verify all processes, model checking has to be applied once to each type of process, with other processes running as peers.
B. Non-determinism
In our analysis of non-determinism, we focus on observable communication behavior. As far as the input and output can be observed, we consider a system to be deterministic iff a unique input sequence produces a unique output sequence. For any two runs with equal inputs i, i , the observable outputs o, o match:
In this definition, requests and responses have length 1. Non-unit message lengths can be dealt with by observing peer behavior, as specified in earlier work [2] . Definition 1 applies to a single communication channel. It assumes that all data sent and received over that channel is totally ordered. For a SUT communicating with peers, we consider a peer to be deterministic if it sends a deterministic response on each connection, according to Definition 1 (inputs correspond to requests of the SUT to a peer, outputs correspond to responses sent by the peer to the SUT).
In the SUT, I/O operations of multiple connections may be interleaved, and thus the occurrence of all I/O operations over all channels is only partially ordered. If a system is deterministic according to Definition 1, then there exists a total order of I/O operations on each channel even if no total order exists over all operations on all channels.
C. From linear time to branching time
Previous work used a linear-time cache structure to store communication data, and matched each response to its preceding request by polling the corresponding peer process [2] . The assumption was that operations on a given communication channel are totally ordered and repeatable. Specifically, two properties have to hold for a linear-time cache to be applicable: 1) Deterministic peer responses, as per Definition 1: For each communication channel, for a given sequence of requests, the corresponding sequence of responses is deterministic. This entails that if a given trace is replayed against a peer, the peer will exhibit the same behavior that was previously observed. Peers may be multi-threaded and communicate among each other as long as they are deterministic. 2) Consistent application behavior: For each thread and each socket, the same requests are issued regardless of the thread schedule. This assumes that as far as the output sequence of the SUT can be observed, the two output sequences o, o of a SUT on a given communication channel always match:
The first requirement (Definition 1) is less restrictive. If only one possible response for each request sequence (input to the peer) is analyzed, all runs analyzed still correspond to possible real executions, although alternative peer responses (outputs) may be missed. In some cases, our approach remains applicable but becomes unsound, as certain failures may only be provoked by particular peer responses that are not observed. In other cases, a given peer execution may not be repeatable due to non-determinism, even for the same request/input to the peer; for such peers, a cache-based approach is not applicable [4] . The second restriction (Definition 2) is more limiting. If the behavior of the SUT after backtracking deviates from previously observed behavior, then the linear cache model is no longer adequate. Model checking has to be aborted in such cases [2] . In our experiments, we have found that the restriction is usually hit within a few seconds of state space exploration. For many types of programs, the old approach can therefore only cover a small percentage of the entire state space.
This work replaces the linear-time cache with a branchingtime cache. By doing so, we can drop the second restriction. Relaxation of the first restriction would correspond to permitting non-determinism in peer processes, or the existence of a global state involving the entire system state of all communicating processes [2] . Such systems can be model checked by controlling all processes involved in one model checker, for example, by merging several processes into a single process [1] , [25] . Usage of our technique in these cases corresponds to an abstraction of the environment where the SUT is verified under one possible environment, rather than all variants.
We further assume that peers do not only respond deterministically, but also within bounded time. This restriction could be overcome by peer inspection [2] . The implementation given here works in conjunction with servers that run continuously, but could be adapted to servers that terminate after a certain number of requests have been served.
Our new cache model allows model checking of programs where data sent by a particular thread may depend on the order in which threads are executed. This is the case when threads send data that is shared among other threads in the SUT. If the content of a message depends on the thread schedule, the content will be different under some schedules. Therefore, backtracking the SUT and re-executing some operations will produce diverging results. A linear-time cache would have to abstract from this difference and ignore it. A branching-time cache can model "alternate realities" where communication data does not match previously recorded events. This allows non-deterministic SUT to be model checked using our approach. For non-deterministic peers, our approach may miss some possible peer responses, as mentioned above.
D. Example
As an example, consider a web server where the main thread accepts connections from clients and dispatches each request to a worker thread. The same page, which contains a counter, is downloaded twice. The two responses therefore differ in the value of that counter. Assume that for efficiency, request handling is not atomic (although the counter increment is). Both worker threads contain two operations: 1) Parse the GET request, retrieve and increment the counter value. The counter value is manipulated in a single atomic operation. Request parsing is threadlocal, and therefore included in this step for brevity. 2) Return the response. The order in which the requests are processed by the server is not determined. This causes the response to depend on how many requests have been served before (in total). Specifically, either the first worker thread, t 1 , or the second one, t 2 , may return a page containing counter value 1 or 2. Figure 2 illustrates the problem. On the left hand side, the state space exploration in the model checker is shown. GET denotes request processing, while w 1 and w 2 denote sending (writing) a response containing counter value 1 or 2.
Program execution generates two totally ordered traces. The linear-time cache model, shown in the center of Figure 2, associates one communication trace with each worker thread. States 1-10 of the state space exploration tree can be analyzed successfully using this model. Each trace contains the GET request and its response. In states 11-19, the order in which threads process the requests differ. As t 2 now processes its request first, it will send response w 1 , which differs from the cached response. The linear-time cache flags this as an inconsistency and cannot continue state space exploration [2] .
Our new branching-time cache model treats communication data differently. Instead of a set of linear communication traces, it contains a single tree of events. Each event sequence is cached starting from a common root node. Subsequent events are shared until communication data diverges.
In our example, the GET requests are identical and shared in the cache (see right side of Figure 2 ). The responses, however, differ, and are held in two different branches of the tree. Whereas the linear-time model associates a communication trace (including pointers to the request and response positions) to each connection object, the new model shares communication data between connections. However, pointers to the cache tree are still identified by connection.
Note that the branching-time cache data structure concerns only the SUT, not its peers. If such a web server with a counter is used as a peer, then its response is not consistent across requests, and hence non-deterministic. Our approach is then not applicable in general. However, our approach still allows the SUT to be model checked against one response trace of the peer.
III. FORMALIZATION OF THE CACHING ALGORITHM
This formalization supersedes previous work [2] and redefines all algorithms using a branching-time model. Peer responses are required to be deterministic.
A. Stream abstraction
Communication stream data is cached as a set of immutable data elements, called nodes, in a mutable tree data structure. Each tree stores all observed communication traces on a given channel (see data structures in Algorithm 1). Our assignment operator := allows updates of variables and functions.
A node n is an object containing a description of its payload data, defined by function data(n). Each node has either type read or write, as indicated by typeof(n). Nodes are connected in a communication tree: Each node contains a possibly empty set of children, defined by childNodes(n), and each node can only be the child node of one node: ∀n, n 1 , n 2 · (n ∈ childNodes(n 1 ) ∧ n ∈ childNodes(n 2 )) → n 1 = n 2 (using reference equality). All child nodes of a given parent carry distinct data:
There always exists a root node root that carries no data. A path path(n 0 , n k ) is a sequence of nodes n 1 ,...,n k connecting a lower node n k with the child n 1 of its ancestor n 0 :
The first node, n 0 , is intentionally omitted in the path. A node pointer refers to an existing node. For simplicity, we apply a Java-like notation that does not explicitly distinguish between references and actual objects. Communication of the SUT is recorded as a tree of nodes that starts at a child of the root node; path(root, n curr ) returns all communication events from the initial state to the most recent communication event n curr in the current program state.
Programs operate on a set T of communication trees t, each tree having a unique root node and separate child nodes:
A tree is associated to each connection object s (a socket in a given programming language). Function tree(id) identifies which tree to use for a given connection. For connections to a server, identifier id is comprised of address and port; for distinguishing between incoming client connections, we use a global counter c, as explained in Section III-C. We assume that multiple connections to the same server peer elicit the same deterministic behavior each time, and that connections to different addresses or ports, or incoming connections, reflect different behavior on each channel. For brevity, we do not cover connections on different ports.
Finally, function response(w) : r takes, for a given tree, a write pointer and returns its corresponding read pointer. It allows us to track the size and contents of each response [2] .
The program state of the SUT consists of a global heap and several threads that each carry their own program counter and stack. We augment this information by the runtime data structures of our cache. The resulting extended program state is managed by the model checker and subject to backtracking. It includes a pair of node pointers r, w for each connection object s, and a global connection counter c. The extended program state is updated during backtracking, while other cache data that is not directly controlled by the model checker changes when I/O operations occur [19] .
B. Example execution scenarios
In the first example (see Figure 3 ), a web server that returns a web page containing a counter is model checked. 1 The linear-time cache captures communication as two separate sequences (for reading and for writing). A mapping of message boundaries associates requests to responses [2] . The branching-time cache models a connection by a single tree of alternating read/write nodes (rather than two sequences). The right hand side explains how the state space shown in the tree in Figure 2 is explored. Exploration of the first half of the state space causes the two requests to be processed in the same order by the two worker threads, even though the interleavings of requests and responses differ. After half of the state space is explored, a schedule where requests are processed in reverse order is executed. Only the branchingtime cache can model both outcomes.
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During the exploration of states 1-5 (see Figure 2 ), both threads process their requests and send their response. This fills the cache data, and sets the r/w pointers as shown; circles correspond to r nodes, boxes to w nodes. Two instances of each cache model are generated. After backtracking to state 2, communication events in states 6-10 match cached data. After backtracking to state 1, cached data is still the same, but all pointers point to position 0 in the linear-time cache and the root node in the branching-time cache.
Root
In states 11 and 12, the order in which both worker threads process the requests (and update the counter) is reversed: Worker thread 2 is scheduled first. In state 13, it sends "1", instead of "2" as seen before.
In the linear-time cache model, the data mismatch ("X") causes the linear-time cache to abort the search. In the branching cache, a new write node ("1") is appended, and the remaining state space is explored successfully. Linear-time cache Branching-time cache Remarks
The client connects, the server responds with a prompt. A subsequent client request causes the server to respond accordingly. At that point, the read nodes still points to the root node, as the response has not been read yet by the client. Function response, shown by a dotted arrow, matches requests to responses.
The client closes the connection, and the model checker backtracks to the beginning. Upon re-opening a connection to the server, cached data is re-used. As the behavior of the client later deviates from previously cached data, the linear-time cache aborts due to a state mismatch ("X"). The branchingtime cache accommodates for the diverging behavior by using a new physical connection to the peer server. This allows the cache to obtain the response for a different request. The second example illustrates response pointers. Here, a client is model checked. The peer (a server) initially responds with a prompt. The client then randomly sends one of two possible requests. Model checking the client will verify both of these outcomes (see Figure 4 ). Initially, response maps the root node to the initial prompt. After the client has sent its first request, that response is also cached. Assume the model checker backtracks at this point. Reopening the connection after backtracking re-uses cached data, resetting read and write pointers to the root node. Initially, behavior matches, but as soon as the client transmits different data, it diverges from the previous observation. The branching cache handles this case correctly by using a new physical connection to retrieve the correct response for this diverging communication trace.
C. Execution semantics
Model checking of a program using our cache uses cached data when available and the underlying standard library when progressing beyond previously cached messages. The result of that library function is denoted by lib_xy(...), where xy represents the library function [19] . We omit handling of non-deterministic I/O failures here. Possible I/O exceptions can be modeled directly in the network library, outside the cache [18] .
Without loss of generality, we assume that messages have size 1. Requests and responses may consist of multiple messages of size 1. Operations always work on a given tree t, which is omitted in the following definitions for brevity. Node pointer r denotes read data ("responses"), while node pointer w denotes written data ("requests"). 2 Function pollResponse (Algorithm 2) checks if a request elicits a peer response. Responses are polled proactively, to correctly treat programs where responses are processed by an independent thread. The received unread response is added as a sequence of nodes to the cache. Whenever a program reads from the same connection later on, function response determines the content of the cached response. It delimits the size of the response, and, by defining a path from the current read node to the end of the response, its content. Function response is always defined for all write nodes up to the position where a request has been cached:
It is important to note that pollResponse is only called for new, distinct write events. As responses are assumed to be deterministic, the response to previously cached write events is already known. Newly written data is therefore always added to the tree as a new leaf node, before pollResponse is called. Hence, the peer response can be added after the last write event, as a sequence of new leaf nodes. Note that the read pointer is unchanged, as the SUT itself has not seen the read data yet; instead, read data will be taken from the cache during subsequent calls to read. Tree data is extended by function addNode (Algorithm 3), which adds a new node with data d and given type (read/write) as a child node to a given parent node.
Once the model checker has performed some backtracking, write events may not match previously cached data. Therefore, function write behaves in two possible ways, as shown in Algorithm 4: if previously recorded communication data matches current data, then the current write node pointer is advanced accordingly. It may be necessary to skip a number of read nodes when searching for a matching write node down the tree. As peers are assumed to be deterministic, if a node has a child node which is a read node, that read node is the only child node. After all read nodes are skipped, one of the child nodes may be a matching write node. If no matching communication data exists, communication is recorded as a new branch in the communication tree, as the peer response can no longer be predicted from cached events. If the current write node is not a leaf node, a new connection to the peer has to be opened, and previously recorded data has to be replayed. Otherwise, a physical connection that corresponds to the current write node already exists, and is used instead. Replaying communication works as follows: If the peer is a server accepting an infinite number of connections, a new connection is opened. For other cases (clients), a new client process is launched with the same argument as the original client. Replaying data involves sending data of each write node in the given path, and comparing received data to stored data. If data does not match, the peer is not deterministic, and model checking is aborted.
The cache proactively polls the peer process after a write event. A cached response is assumed to be complete. Function response defines the content of a response given the current write position (write node pointer). Available read nodes must lie on the path between the current read node and the given response. Operation read, shown in Algorithm 5, uses this path to ensure that the sequence is taken as a response. If the response node has been reached, no data is available, and the current thread is suspended.
A given node has either a single read node or only write nodes as children. Sequences of read nodes alternate with branching sequences of write nodes. This structure exists because read nodes are only added when a response is polled from the peer; a response is only polled when the peer has written new data, which corresponds to a leaf node in the tree. We assume that pollResponse retrieves a deterministic and complete response. An incomplete response still constitutes a valid scenario but omits certain schedules.
Opening a connection affects the management of active connections. Connections from a client (received via accept) are considered to be anonymous, while connections to a server (via connect) are identified by address and port number. We assume that a connection to a server on the same destination will always produce a deterministic result. Each accepted connection from a client is assumed to exhibit distinct behavior. As a shorthand for this, let a distinct connection be a connection to a distinct server destination, or any client-side connection. Each distinct connection is mapped to its own communication tree.
Cached data of previously recorded client communication is used after backtracking. Operation open re-uses the appropriate communication tree (identified by destination) if possible, and creates a new tree otherwise (see Algorithm 6) . Client-side connections are re-used after backtracking in the same order in which they were created. This constitutes an abstraction in that not all possible orders in which clients can connect are accounted for. However, the model checker still explores all possible communication schedules, so the behavior of each worker thread for all possible client requests is still explored. If all clients connecting from a given destination are known to be identical, then client trees can be shared by ignoring counter c.
Operation close is empty. Physical connections of a communication tree are closed when that tree is no longer referenced by any unexplored states in the model checker.
Keeping physical connections open allows connections to be re-used after backtracking. Therefore, closing a connection has no direct impact on cached data, but the appropriate cached branch will be re-used after backtracking, or a new one will be created, depending on data sent by the SUT.
D. Complexity
For defining complexity metrics, let the search frontier consist of states of which successors still have to be explored. In depth-first search (DFS), the frontier consists entirely of ancestors of the current state. In the lineartime cache [2] , the number of "logical connections" (cache data instances) corresponds to the number of connections to distinct destinations. Client connections are treated as being equal. Each cache instance has a physical connection associated to it, which is closed if the SUT closes the connection. In DFS, pending connections in the search frontier are part of the current state, so the limit of the number of physical connections corresponds to the number of connections in use by the current state. For other search orders, the number of physical connections corresponds to all distinct active connections in the search frontier.
For the branching-time cache, complexity is harder to quantify. The number of logical connections (communication trees) corresponds to the number of distinct connections; not all clients are treated as equal. For identical clients, the branching-time cache may generate multiple copies of identical communication trees. In DFS, the number of physical connections in a given program state equals the number of distinct open connections. For other search strategies, the number of distinct connections in the whole search frontier may be larger, as the branching-time cache creates a new physical connection for each case where communication traces diverge. A large search frontier implies a potentially large number of physical connections. 3 After the entire state space has been explored, the number of all physical connections ever used corresponds to the number of all distinct communication traces ever generated, which is a lower bound if the entire state space of the SUT is to be explored. For a deterministic SUT, the number of physical connections corresponds to the number of logical connections. Table I summarizes the complexity metrics. For deterministic SUT, our new branching-time cache has almost no overhead compared to the linear-time cache model. There is no overhead if clients are assumed to be identical. At the same time, for non-deterministic SUT, our branchingtime cache avoids restarting peer processes and replaying previous communication data. The number of (totally or partially) distinct communication traces is typically much smaller than the number of repeated communication traces. We therefore claim that our extension of the linear-time cache model to a branching-time cache keeps the favorable performance characteristics of the original model, while enabling analysis of a larger class of systems.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We have implemented the cache layer described here as an extension to Java PathFinder (JPF) [28] . Previous publications give an overview [2] and in-depth information [18] of our implementation. For evaluation, we compared a "no cache" setting, which obtains a new response from a fresh connection after each backtracking step, to two caching approaches: the linear-time cache [2] , and our new branchingtime cache. To facilitate automation, these experiments were performed on a single computer. The latest implementation of the cache is available as a JPF extension [22] . Table II gives an overview of our benchmarks; some are described in detail in previous work [1] , [2] . For HTTP, the protocol strings were shortened to speed up parsing. The chat server sends the input of one client back to all clients, including the one that sent the input. The original chat client transmits its ID at the beginning of each message. This ID causes a mismatch in the cached server output when the order of server worker threads is reversed after backtracking. This mismatch requires a minor manual abstraction when using the linear-time cache, and inspired this work. New applications include a WebDAV test client [17] , and pws, a web server written in Java [23] . That web server supports CGI and dynamically generated page footers including the system time, which introduces non-determinism in the SUT. Logging code was removed because it caused too much overhead for model checking. In our setup, we requested a minimal page containing only the system date. This small request/response pair resulted in a smaller run than for the other HTTP server, where a larger message is processed.
A. Example applications

B. Results
All experiments were run on an eight-core Intel Xeon 2.8 GHz CPU, with 16 GB of RAM, running Ubuntu 8.04.1 (Linux kernel 2.6.24) and Sun's Java VM, version 1.6.0_01. We used JPF revision 963 with 2 GB of memory, a limit that was never exhausted, and a time limit of one hour. For the linear-time cache, a newer version than the one used in previous work was utilized, to include some recent optimizations. We left diagnostic output enabled. Improvements in JPF accounted for the large reduction in the state space compared to previous experiments [2] . We verified all applications against deadlocks, uncaught exceptions, and assertion violations. Except for the WebDAV client, no program contained a critical defect that would have terminated the state space search, enabling a comparison of the full state space under different approaches.
In the WebDAV test client, we found a fault that is triggered under extremely heavy load [19] . A timer is started prematurely (in the static initializer), and may time out before it is reset later. At that point, the main thread may refer to a timer object reference that has been set to null. As the failure is unlikely to occur in practice, the defect has, to our knowledge, not been found before. 4 Table III shows each application with its settings, and the results obtained when using either caching approach. The run time of the model checker, memory consumption, the number of states, and the number of bytecode instructions executed are shown. Memory usage as reported by JPF varied between runs, and was averaged over three runs. "New" states refer to distinct program states, "revisited" states to states that were visited several times after backtracking. Performance of the new branching cache is comparable to All applications are listed with the number of concurrent worker threads and the number of messages sent in each direction, per connection. Three approaches are compared: I/O managed without response caching, by restarting peer processes; and the linear-time and branchingtime caches. Results include run time, maximal memory usage of JPF, the number of distinct states (in thousands), the number of states re-visited after backtracking, and the total number of instructions executed (in thousands) during state space exploration. App Previous work shows that model checking with our I/O caching approach is orders of magnitudes faster than model checking using centralization [2] . By changing the cache model from linear to branching time, we can handle a large number of programs than before, while keeping the performance advantage of caching.
V. RELATED WORK Software model checkers [5] , [7] , [10] , [13] , [15] , [16] , [28] backtrack a program to analyze various outcomes of each non-deterministic decision in the SUT. Backtracking may cause a repetition of previously executed operations. This requires special treatment of communication operations, as described in the introduction, and more in depth in a recent survey [3] . Peer processes may be included in the resulting system [11] , [20] or modeled by a (possibly abstracted) environment process or stub [7] , [10] , [14] . Generation of the optimal abstraction can be automated [7] , [10] . Our approach requires no stubs but assumes deterministic peer behavior. Soundness is lost if a peer is nondeterministic [4] .
A general solution to model checking multiple communicating processes is to lift the power of a model checker from a process to operating system (OS) level, treating the entire OS and all processes running within as the SUT. This way, the effect of I/O operations are fully visible inside the model checker, and the combined state space of all processes is explored. An existing system that stores and restores full OS states is based on user-mode Linux [21] . Compared to that work, our approach analyzes a single process at a time inside a model checker, while running other processes normally, making it more scalable than such multi-process model checking approaches. 5 External processes can also be backtracked in tandem with the system under test, for instance, by restarting them [11] , [16] . In existing implementations, one central scheduler controls and backtracks several processes, effectively implementing a multi-process model checker [16] , [20] . Like all approaches controlling multiple processes inside the model checker, it incurs a massive state space explosion. In our approach, restarting communication to peers corresponds to backtracking of peers, but our cache eliminates backtracking of peers whenever communication data matches.
Finally, the application of a corresponding program transformation [25] also allows multiple processes to be model checked in a single-process model checker. In that approach, I/O is modeled in the transformed program and fully controlled by the model checker [1] , [6] . Recent work has implemented this approach in a similar way, but sacrificed full automation in favor of manual instrumentation of communication operations [8] . That tool has another mode in which it can run, replacing peer processes with stubs that replay previously recorded communication [8] . 6 At a high level, a stub that models a previously recorded trace works like our cache. Data of the real network is mimicked by a program (stub) as opposed to a data structure (cache). Like in our approach, stubs assume that peer processes are deterministic. In addition to that, for stubs, communication of the SUT itself is not allowed to diverge from the behavior the stub was recorded or written against. This is because the functionality of a stub is fixed prior to execution. Our approach does not require a deterministic SUT, and eliminates the need of an intermediary stub program. Furthermore, it even allows model checking of applications where external processes are not running on a platform that the model checker supports.
Our approach supersedes previous work, which used a linear-time cache. The linear-time cache requires a high degree of determinism in the SUT [2] . Using a communication model that allows for branching, alternative communication traces, we can eliminate this restriction. We regard peers as deterministic to allow the utilization of caching, but we believe that this achieves an ideal trade-off between exhaustive coverage of all systems, and scalability. In the original linear cache [2] , any divergence of the SUT behavior causes the cache to abort. It is conceivable that the peer be restarted and the cache be cleared in that case, discarding any previous data. However, this would negate much of the performance advantage of caching, which is why we developed the branching-time cache.
The way the linear-time and branching-time caches deal with communication data resembles the relation between linear-time logic and branching-time logic [9] , [24] . Even though we do not model check temporal logic formulae, our cache structure can deal with alternate sequences of events in a way that is similar to how existential path quantifiers in branching-time logic operate. 7
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
When model checking communicating programs, processes outside the model checker are affected by communication but not subject to backtracking. Because backtracking is not applicable to external communication, input/output operations cannot be executed directly. Their effects can sometimes be subsumed by stubs; alternatively, multiple processes can be executed inside the model checker. The former is difficult to automate, while the latter suffers from scalability problems.
We defined a caching semantics for network communication between the model checker and peer processes. Whenever communication exceeds previously stored data, or diverges from it, the cache transmits data physically over the network. Only when necessary, new connections are created and previously recorded traces are replayed. This paper introduces a branching-time semantics for the cache, which allows non-deterministic programs to be model checked. For deterministic programs, our enhanced model delivers similarly fast performance when compared to its predecessor. Unlike most previous work, we can handle implementations using standard network libraries without any manual intervention, while eliminating some scalability issues of some related approaches. We also have a fully working and very scalable implementation of our algorithm for the Java PathFinder model checker, which we applied to several applications. During these experiments, we have found a defect in a widely used application.
Current work focuses on model checking applications communicating by TCP. This protocol is reliable in the sense that message order is preserved, and messages are not lost. However, we think that the concept can be modified and be applied to unreliable protocols such as the User Datagram Protocol (UDP). Such a modification should also allow us to cover non-deterministic responses. We will also work on the issue of slow responses, by implementing a tool that inspects state of peer applications. Finally, it remains to be seen how far our approach, which has so far been tried on serviceoriented client-server systems, is applicable to peer-to-peer systems or multicast protocols.
